Inversion sequences of length n, In, are integer sequences (e1, . . . , en) with 0 ≤ ei < n for each i. The study of patterns in inversion sequences was initiated recently by MansourShattuck and Corteel-Martinez-Savage-Weselcouch through a systematic study of inversion sequences avoiding words of length 3. We continue this investigation by generalizing the notion of a pattern to a fixed triple of binary relations (ρ1, ρ2, ρ3) and consider the set In(ρ1, ρ2, ρ3) consisting of those e ∈ In with no i < j < k such that eiρ1ej, ej ρ2e k , and eiρ3e k . We show that "avoiding a triple of relations" can characterize inversion sequences with a variety of monotonicity or unimodality conditions, or with multiplicity constraints on the elements. We uncover several interesting enumeration results and relate pattern avoiding inversion sequences to familiar combinatorial families. We highlight open questions about the relationship between pattern avoiding inversion sequences and families such as plane permutations and Baxter permutations. For several combinatorial sequences, pattern avoiding inversion sequences provide a simpler interpretation than otherwise known.
Introduction
Pattern avoiding permutations have been studied extensively for their connections in computer science, biology, and other fields of mathematics. Within combinatorics they have proven their usefulness, providing an interpretation that relates a vast array of combinatorial structures. See the comprehensive survey of Kitaev [16] .
The notion of pattern avoidance in inversion sequences was introduced in [13] and [21] . An inversion sequence is an integer sequence (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) satisfying 0 ≤ e i < i for all i ∈ [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. There is a natural bijection Θ : S n → I n from S n , the set of permutations of [n] , to I n , the set of inversion sequences of length n. Under this bijection, e = Θ(π) is obtained from a permutation π = π 1 π 2 . . . π n ∈ S n by setting e i = |{j | j < i and π j > π i }|.
The encoding of permutations as inversion sequences suggests that it could be illuminating to study patterns in inversion sequences in the same way that patterns have been studied in permutations. The paper [13] focused on the enumeration of inversion sequences that avoid words of length three and [21] treated permutations of length 3. For example, the inversion sequences e ∈ I n that avoid the pattern 021 are those with no i < j < k such that e i < e j > e k and e i < e k . We denote these by I n (021). Similarly, I n (010) is the set of e ∈ I n with no i < j < k such that e i < e j > e k and e i = e k . The results in [13, 21] related pattern avoidance in inversion sequences to a number of well-known combinatorlal sequences including the Fibonacci numbers, Bell numbers, large Schröder numbers, and Euler up/down numbers. They also gave rise to natural sequences that previously had not appeared in the On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences (OEIS) [15] .
In this paper we consider a generalization of pattern avoidance to a fixed triple of binary relations (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ρ 3 ) and study the set I n (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ρ 3 ) consisting of those e ∈ I n with no i < j < k such that e i ρ 1 e j , e j ρ 2 e k , and e i ρ 3 e k . For example, I n (<, >, <) = I n (021) and I n (<, >, =) = I n (010). Table 1 illustrates that "avoiding a triple of relations" can characterize inversion sequences with a variety of natural monotonicity or unimodality conditions, or with multiplicity constraints on the appearance of elements in the inversion sequence.
For this project, we considered all triples of relations in the set {<, >, ≤, ≥, =, =, −}
3
. The relation "−" on a set S is all of S × S; that is, x "−" y for all x, y ∈ S. There are 343 possible triples of relations (patterns). For each pattern, (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ρ 3 ), we can consider the avoidance set, I n (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ρ 3 ), or the avoidance sequence |I 1 (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ρ 3 )|, |I 2 (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ρ 3 )|, |I 3 (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ρ 3 )|, . . .. We say two patterns are equivalent if they give rise to the same avoidance sets and two patterns are Wilf equivalent if they yield the same avoidance sequence.
The 343 patterns partition into 98 equivalence classes of patterns. Additionally, we conjecture that there are 63 Wilf equivalence classes. In this paper, we enumerate a number of avoidance sets either directly or by relating them to familiar combinatorial structures. These relationships establish Wilf equivalence between a number of inequivalent patterns. However, even where enumeration is elusive, in many cases, Wilf equivalence can be proved via a bijection. This paper presents the results we have been able to prove, documents what has not yet been settled, and highlights the most intriguing open questions.
We uncovered several interesting enumeration results beyond those in [13, 21] . For example, the inversion sequences with no i < j < k such that e i = e j ≤ e k are counted by the Fibonacci numbers (as are, e.g., permutations avoiding the pair (321, 3412)). Inversion sequences with no i < j < k such that e i < e j ≤ e k are counted by powers of two (as are, e.g., permutations avoiding (213, 312)). Inversion sequences avoiding (−, =, =) are counted by the Bell numbers; inversion sequences avoiding (≥, −, >) are counted by the large Schröder numbers; and inversion sequences avoiding (−, ≥, <) are counted by the Catalan numbers. There are the same number of inversion sequences in I n avoiding ( =, =, =) as there are Grassmannian permutations in S n . I n ( =, <, ≤) is counted by the number of 321-avoiding separable permutations in S n . I n ( =, <, =) has the same number of elements as the set of permutations in S n avoiding both of the patterns 321 and 2143.
In addition to results we could prove, several conjectures are suggested by our calculations, including the following. Inversion sequences avoiding e i > e j ≥ e k seem to have the same counting sequence as permutations avoiding the barred pattern 21354, also known as plane permu-tations [6] . Inversion sequences avoiding e i ≥ e j ≥ e k seem to have the same counting sequence as set partitions avoiding enhanced 3-crossings. The set I n (≥, ≥, >) appears to have the same counting sequence as the Baxter permutations.
Of the 63 conjectured Wilf equivalence classes, five classes are counted by sequences that are ultimately constant. In the remaining 58 classes, 30 have counting sequences that appear to match sequences in the OEIS and 28 do not.
In Sections 2.1 through 2.30 we present our results and conjectures for the 30 Wilf classes of pattern-avoiding inversion sequences that (appear to) match sequences in the OEIS. Table 2 gives an overview. Even for patterns with a "no" in this table, we are able to prove some Wilf equivalence results.
For the patterns whose counting sequence does not match a sequence in the OEIS we have some limited results on Wilf equivalence and counting. Table 3 gives an overview of the patterns in these 28 Wilf classes. Our results and conjectures for a few of these patterns are presented in Section 3.
In Tables 1, 2 , and 3, each row represents an equivalence class of patterns whose identifier is given in the last column. A Wilf class of patterns is identified by the number a 7 , the number of inversion sequences of length 7 avoiding a pattern in the class. Within a Wilf class, equivalence classes are labeled A,B,C, etc. So, for example, there are three equivalence classes of patterns counted by the Catalan numbers and these classes are labeled 429A, 429B, and 429C.
In the remainder of this section we give some definitions that will be needed throughout this paper, keeping the number of definitions to a minimum so that subsections can be somewhat selfcontained. Finally, for completeness, we list the triples of relations whose avoidance sequences are ultimately constant.
Encodings of permutations
We compare Θ with a few other common encodings of permutations mentioned later in this paper: Lehmer codes, and invcodes, which are reverse Lehmer codes.
For a sequence t = (t 1 , . . . , t n ), let t R = (t n , t n−1 , . . . , t 1 ), and for a set of sequences, T , let T R = {t R | t ∈ T }. For a permutation π = (π 1 , . . . , π n ) ∈ S n , let π C = (n + 1 − π 1 , . . . , n + 1 − π n ), and for a set of permutations P , let P C = {π C | π ∈ P }. We use the following encodings.
Note that invcode(π) = e if and only if e = Θ((π C ) R ). Additionally, notice that if Θ(π) = e, then i is a descent of π, that is π i > π i+1 , if and only if i is an ascent of e, that is e i < e i+1 .
We will make use of another encoding, φ in Sections 2.24 and 2.29.
Operations on inversion sequences
For e = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) ∈ I n and any integer t, define σ t (e) = (e ′ 1 , e ′ 2 , . . . e ′ n ) where e ′ i = e i if e i = 0, and e ′ i = e i + t otherwise. So σ t adds t to the nonzero elements of a sequence (notice that t could be negative).
Concatenation is used to add an element to the beginning or end of an inversion sequence. For e = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) ∈ I n , 0 · e = (0, e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) ∈ I n+1 and, if 0 ≤ i ≤ n, e · i = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n , i) ∈ I n+1 . More generally, x · y denotes the concatenation of two sequences or two words x, y
Statistics on inversion sequences
In several cases, statistics on inversion sequences helped to prove or refine the results in Table 2 and make connections with statistics on other combinatorial families. These include the following, defined for an inversion sequence e ∈ I n :
dist(e) = |{e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n }|
maxx(e) = max{e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n } last(e) = e n .
These statistics are, respectively, the number of ascents, the number of zeros, the number of distinct elements, the number of repeats, the number of maximal elements, the maximum element, and the last element of e.
Equivalence classes of patterns whose avoidance sequences are ultimately constant
These can be easily checked: pattern avoidance sequence
Inversion sequences e satisfying: are those with no and are a7, equiv class Section i < j < k such that:
counted by:
Monotonicity constraints:
Unimodality constraints: There are four equivalence classes of patterns whose avoidance sequences are counted by the positive integers. We characterize each, from which it is straightforward to prove that
although these four patterns are not equivalent.
7A: e j < e k I n (−, <, −) is the set of e ∈ I n satisfying e 2 ≥ e 3 ≥ . . . ≥ e n .
7B: e j ≥ e k I n (−, ≥, −) is the set of e ∈ I n satisfying e 1 ≤ e 2 < e 3 < . . . < e n .
7C: e i = e j I n (=, −, −) is the set of e ∈ I n satisfying e 1 < e 2 < . . . < e n−1 .
7D: e i = e j I n ( =, −, −) is the set of e ∈ I n satisfying e 1 = e 2 = . . . = e n−1 .
Note: Simion and Schmidt [24] showed that |S n (123, 132, 231)| = n.
12(A,B):
We show that the following patterns are Wilf equivalent, but not equivalent.
12A: e i = e j and e i = e k 12B: e i ≥ e j and e i = e k Theorem 1. |I n ( =, −, =)| and |I n (≥, −, =)| are both counted by 1 if n = 1 and by 2(n − 1) for n > 1. However,
Proof. For n = 1 this is clear. For n > 1 this follows by noting that any e ∈ I n with no i < j < k such that e i = e j and e i = e k can be (0, 0, . . . , 0) or can be of the form (0, 0, . . . , t, 0) or (0, 0, . . . , 0, s) where t ∈ [n − 2] and s ∈ [n − 1]. On the other hand, any e ∈ I n with no i < j < k such that e i ≥ e j and e i = e k must have the form (0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 2, t) for t = 0, . . . , n − 1 or the form (0, 1, 2, . . . , t − 1, t, t, . . . , t) for t = 0, . . . , n − 3.
21: F n+1
Let F n be the n-th Fibonacci number, where F 0 = 0, F 1 = 1, and F n = F n−1 + F n−2 for n ≥ 2. The Fibonacci numbers count pattern-avoiding permutations such as S n (123, 132, 213) [24] .
21: e i = e j ≤ e k Observation 1. The inversion sequences e ∈ I n with no i < j < k such that e i = e j ≤ e k are those satisfying, for some t ∈ [n], e 1 < e 2 < . . . < e t ≥ e t+1 > . . . > e n .
(1)
Proof. This is clear for n = 1, 2. For n ≥ 3, any e ∈ I n (=, ≤, −) must have the form (0, e 1 + 1, . . . , e n−1 + 1) for (e 1 , . . . , e n−1 ) ∈ I n−1 (=, ≤, −) or (0, e 1 + 1, . . . , e n−2 + 1, 0) for (e 1 , . . . , e n−2 ) ∈ I n−2 (=, ≤, −). Conversely, strings of either of these forms are in I n (=, ≤, −).
Among the 343 patterns checked it can be shown that the six patterns whose avoidance sequence is counted by F n+1 are equivalent. 
Observation 2. All of the following patterns are equivalent to
(=, ≤, −): (=, −, ≤), (=, ≤, ≤), (≥, −, ≤), (≥, ≤, −), (≥, ≤, ≥),
+ 1
We show that there are three inequivalent patterns that are all counted by the Lazy caterer sequence, n 2 + 1, which also counts S n (132, 321) [24] 22A: e i < e j = e k It is not hard to see that inversion sequences avoiding e i < e j = e k are characterized by the following.
Observation 3. The inversion sequences e ∈ I n with no i < j < k such that e i < e j = e k are those satisfying, for some t where 1 ≤ t ≤ n,
That is, either e = (0, 0, . . . , 0) or, for some t : 2 ≤ t ≤ n and j : 1 ≤ j ≤ t − 1, e consists of a string of t − 1 zeros followed by a string of n − t + 1 copies of j. This gives the following.
The sequence whose nth entry is n 2 + 1 is sequence A000124 in the OEIS, where it is called the Lazy Caterer sequence [15] . This is also the avoidance sequence for certain pairs of permutation patterns, as was shown in [24] . We can relate these permutations to the inversion sequences in I n (<, =, −). Recall the bijection Θ(π) : S n → I n for π = π 1 . . . π n ∈ S n defined by Θ(π) = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ), where e i = |{j | j < i and e j > e i }|.
Proof. Note that e ∈ I n satisfies (2) if and only if π = Θ −1 (e) satisfies
where π t , π t+1 , . . . , π n are consecutive integers. Such permutations are the ones that avoid both 213 and 321.
The patterns (<, −, <) and (≥, =, −) are Wilf-equivalent to the pattern (<, =, −) on inversion sequences, although the three patterns are pairwise inequivalent. This is clear from the following characterizations.
22B: e i < e j and e i < e k Observation 4. The inversion sequences e ∈ I n with no i < j < k such that e i < e j and e i < e k are those satisfying, for some t where 1 ≤ t ≤ n, 0 = e 1 = e 2 = . . . = e t−1 ≤ e t ≥ e t+1 = . . . = e n = 0.
22C: e i ≥ e j = e k Observation 5. The inversion sequences e ∈ I n with no i < j < k such that e i ≥ e j = e k are those satisfying, for some t where 1 ≤ t ≤ n, e 1 < e 2 < . . . < e t−1 ≥ e t = e t+1 = . . . = e n .
2.5 33(A,B):
We show that 33A: ( =, ≤, −) and 33B: (≥, ≤, =) are inequivalent Wilf equivalent patterns whose avoidance sequences are counted by F n+2 − 1.
33A:
Proof. Observe that the inversion sequences e ∈ I n with no i < j < k such that e i = e j ≤ e k are those satisfying, for some t where 1 ≤ t ≤ n + 1,
We can partition the inversion sequences in I n ( =, ≤, −) into three disjoint sets: {(0, 0, . . . , 0)}, A = {e ∈ I n ( =, ≤, −) | e n = 0}, and B = {e ∈ I n ( =, ≤, −) | e = 0, e n = 0}. Any inversion sequence in A can be constructed by taking any e ′ = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n−1 ) ∈ I n−1 ( =, ≤, −) and letting e t be the first nonzero entry (if there is no nonzero entry, set e t = e n ). Then we can use the characterization 5 to verify that (0, e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e t−1 , e t + 1, . . . , e n + 1) is an element of A.
Any element of B can be constructed by taking some e ′′ = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n−2 ) ∈ I n−2 ( =, ≤, −) and letting e t be the first nonzero entry (again, if no such entry exists, set e t = e n ). Then (0, e 1 , . . . , e t−1 , e t + 1, . . . , e n−2 + 1, 0) is an element of B.
Setting a n = |I n ( =, ≤, −)|, this gives a n = a n−1 + a n−2 + 1, with initial conditions a 1 = 1, a 2 = 2. So a n = F n+2 − 1.
33B: e i ≥ e j ≤ e k and e i = e k Theorem 7.
Proof. The inversion sequences e ∈ I n with no i < j < k such that e i ≥ e j ≤ e k and e i = e k are those satisfying, for some t, s where 1 ≤ t ≤ s ≤ n, e 1 < e 2 < . . . = e t−1 = e t = e t+1 = . . . = e s > e s+1 > . . . > e n .
The following is a bijection mapping I n (≥, ≤, =) to I n ( =, ≤, −). For e ∈ I n (≥, ≤, =), let s be the first index, if any, such that e s > e s+1 . If there is such an s, set e i = 0 for i = 1, . . . s − 1 to get an element of I n ( =, ≤, −). Otherwise e = (0, 0, . . . , 0), which maps to itself in I n ( =, ≤, −).
64(A,B,C,D): 2 n−1
64A: e i = e j < e k In [13] , I n (=, <, −) = I n (001) was characterized as the set of e ∈ I n satisfying, for some t ∈ [n],
It was shown that |I n (001)| = 2 n−1 by showing that the bijection Θ : S n → I n restricts to a bijection S n (132, 231) → I n (001). Permutations avoiding both 132 and 231 were shown by Simion and Schmidt to be counted by 2 n−1 in [24] .
We show that three other patterns are Wilf equivalent, though inequivalent, to 64A.
64B: e i < e j ≤ e k Theorem 8. The number of e ∈ I n with no i < j < k such that e i < e j ≤ e k is 2 n−1 .
Proof. First observe that the inversion sequences e with no i < j < k such that e i < e j ≤ e k are those whose positive entries form a strictly decreasing sequence.
Let B n = I n (<, ≤, −). Notice that |B 1 | = |{(0)}| = 1; we will show that for n > 1, |B n | = 2|B n−1 |. Recall that σ 1 (e) adds 1 to each positive element in e. Each e ∈ B n−1 gives rise to two elements of B n . The first is 0 · σ 1 (e), which contains no "1". The second, which does have a "1", is 0 · e if e contains a "1" and e · 1 otherwise.
64C: e i < e j ≥ e k Theorem 9. The number of e ∈ I n avoiding e i < e j ≥ e k with i < j < k is 2 n−1 .
Proof. The inversion sequences avoiding the pattern e i < e j ≥ e k with i < j < k are those e ∈ I n satisfying, for some t ∈ [n], 0 = e 1 = e 2 = · · · = e t < e t+1 < e t+2 < · · · < e n .
Map e ∈ I n (<, ≥, −) to the set consisting of its nonzero values. Clearly this is a bijection from
In fact, we can show that I n (<, ≥, −) is the image under Θ of S n (213, 312).
Proof. It is straightforward to prove that S n (213, 312) consists of the unimodal permutations where
The inversion sequences avoiding the pattern e i < e j ≥ e k with i < j < k are those e ∈ I n satisfying, for some t ∈ [n], 0 = e 1 = e 2 = · · · = e t < e t+1 < e t+2 < · · · < e n .
It immediately follows that Θ(S n (213, 312)) = I n (<, ≥, −).
64D: e i ≤ e j = e k Theorem 11. The number of e ∈ I n avoiding e i ≤ e j = e k where i < j < k is 2 n−1 .
Proof. The inversion sequences avoiding the pattern e i ≤ e j = e k , where i < j < k, are those e ∈ I n in which all of the entries e 2 , e 3 , . . . , e n are distinct.
We show that for n > 1, |D n | = 2|D n−1 |. Each e ∈ D n−1 gives rise to two elements of D n : the first is e · (n − 1), and the second is e · d, where d is the unique element in {0, 1, . . . , n − 2} \ {e 2 , . . . , e n−1 }.
121(A,B,C): Grassmannian permutations, 2
n − n Permutations with at most one descent were called Grassmannian by Lascoux and Schützenberger in [19] , who also characterized them in terms of their Lehmer codes. Grassmannian permutations of length n are counted by 2 n − n and relate to three equivalence classes of patterns for inversion sequences.
121A: e i = e j < e k Theorem 12. |I n ( =, <, −)| = 2 n − n.
Proof. First observe that those e ∈ I n with no i < j < k such that e i = e j < e k are exactly those with at most one ascent.
Using the mapping Θ : S n → I n , recall that π has a descent in a position i if and only if Θ(π) has an ascent in position i. Thus Θ restricts to a bijection from Grassmannian permutations of [n] to I n ( =, <, −).
The inversion sequences in I n ( =, <, −) correspond to the Grassmannian Lehmer codes of [19] via the natural bijection (reversal) between inversion sequences and Lehmer codes.
121B: e i = e j = e k and e i = e k Theorem 13. |I n ( =, =, =)| = 2 n − n.
Proof. Note that inversion sequences with no i < j < k such that e i = e j = e k and e i = e k are those with at most 2 distinct entries; precisely, |{e 1 , . . . , e n }| ≤ 2.
The theorem is clear for n = 1. Now consider some e ∈ I n ( =, =, =) when n > 1. Note that (e 1 , . . . , e n−1 ) ∈ I n−1 ( =, =, =). It follows that either (1) |{e 1 , . . . , e n−1 }| = 2, and e n is one of the two elements occurring in (e 1 , . . . , e n−1 ); or (2) |{e 1 , . . . , e n−1 }| = 1, and e n ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}. Furthermore, the only inversion sequence in I n−1 ( =, =, =) where |{e 1 , . . . , e n−1 }| = 1 is the zero inversion sequence. This gives the recurrence |I n ( =, =, =)| = 2(|I n−1 ( =, =, =)| − 1) + n which has the claimed solution.
121C: e j ≥ e k and e i = e k Theorem 14.
Proof. Inversion sequences with no i < j < k such that e j ≥ e k and e i = e k are those satisfying
or with e i+1 = 0 and e 1 = . . . = e i−1 < e i < e i+2 < . . . < e n , for some i: 2 ≤ i ≤ n + 1.
To count these, for each t = 1, . . . , n − 1, and for any t-element subset x 1 < x 2 < . . . < x t of [n−1], associate the length n inversion sequence (0, 0, . . . , 0, x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x t ) and, unless {x 1 , . . . , x t } = {n−t, n−t+1, . . . n−1}, also associate the length n inversion sequence (0, 0, . . . , 0, x 1 , 0, x 2 , . . . , x t ), giving 2 n−1 + (2 n−1 − n) = 2 n − n.
151: (321)-avoiding separable permutations
151: e i = e j < e k and e i ≤ e k
We show that the avoidance sequence for this pattern satisfies the recurrence a n = 3a n−1 − 2a n−2 + a n−3 with initial conditions a 1 = 1, a 2 = 2, and a 3 = 5. This coincides with sequence A034943 in the OEIS, where, among other things, it is said to count 321-avoiding separable permutations (OEIS entry by Vince Vatter) [15] . A separable permutation is one that avoids 2413 and 3142. Moreover, we show that ( =, <, ≤)-avoiding inversion sequences have a simple characterization.
Theorem 15. Let A n = I n ( =, <, ≤) and a n = |A n |. Then a n = 3a n−1 − 2a n−2 + a n−3 with initial conditions a 1 = 1, a 2 = 2, and a 3 = 5.
Proof. First, it can be shown that the set of e ∈ I n such that there is no i < j < k for which e i = e j < e k and e i ≤ e k is the set of e ∈ I n where the nonzero elements are weakly decreasing and equal nonzero elements are consecutive. That is, (1) if e i < e j , then e i = 0 and (2) if 0 < e i = e j for some i < j, then e i = e i+1 = . . . = e j .
Define X n , Y n , Z n by X n = {e ∈ A n | e i = 1, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, Y n = {e ∈ A n | e n = 1}, Z n = {e ∈ A n | e n = 0 and e i = 1 for some i < n}.
Then A n is the disjoint union A n = X n ∪ Y n ∪ Z n . Recall that the operator σ 1 adds 1 to the positive elements of an inversion sequence. To get a recurrence, note that |X n | = |A n−1 | = a n−1 since e ∈ A n−1 if and only if 0·σ 1 (e) ∈ X n . Also, (e 1 , . . . , e n−1 , 0) ∈ Z n if and only if (e 1 , . . . , e n−1 ) ∈ Y n−1 ∪ Z n−1 = A n−1 − X n−1 ; so |Z n | = |A n−1 | − |X n−1 | = a n−1 − a n−2 . Finally, (e 1 , . . . , e n−1 , 1) ∈ Y n if and only if (e 1 , . . . , e n−1 ) ∈ A n−1 − Z n−1 , so |Y n | = a n−1 − |Z n−1 | = a n−1 − (a n−2 − a n−3 ). Putting this together,
and the result follows by checking the initial conditions. 2.9 185: 321-avoiding vexillary permutations,
Vexillary permutations, studied by Lascoux and Schützenberger in [19] , are 2143-avoiding permutations. The 321-avoiding vexillary permutations arose in work of Billey, Jockush and Stanley [5] on the combinatorics of Schubert polynomials. It was shown that |S n (321, 2143)| = 2 n+1 − n+1 3 −2n−1 which is entry A088921 in the OEIS. In this entry, it is noted that the 321-avoiding vexillary permutations are exactly the Grassmannian permutations (see Section 2.7) and their inverses.
185: e i = e j < e k and e i = e k We show that the ( =, <, =)-avoiding inversion sequences are counted by the same function as the 321-avoiding vexillary permutations. Lemma 1. I n ( =, <, =) = I n ( =, =, =) ∪ I n ( =, <, −).
Proof. If e ∈ I n ( =, <, =), then either e ∈ I n ( =, <, −) or for any i < j < k such that e i = e j < e k , e i = e k and therefore e ∈ I n ( =, =, =).
Conversely, if, for some i < j < k, e i = e j < e k and e i = e k , then e contains both ( =, <, −) and ( =, =, =).
Proof. By Theorem 13, |I n ( =, =, =)| = 2 n − n and by Theorem 12, |I n ( =, <, −) = 2 n − n. From the characterizations of these sets in the proof of Theorems 12 and 13, I n ( =, =, =) ∩ I n ( =, <, −) is the set of inversion sequences with at most one ascent and at most two distinct elements, that is, the set of e ∈ I n satisfying, for some 1 ≤ t < a < b ≤ n + 1:
which is counted by n+1 3 , together with (0, 0, . . . , 0). Thus
and the result follows.
187: A049125?
187: e i ≥ e k It appears that the number of e ∈ I n avoiding this pattern is given by A049125 in the OEIS, where it is described by David Callan to be the number of ordered trees with n edges in which every non-leaf non-root vertex has at most one leaf child. However, we have not yet proven it. We can prove a characterization of the avoidance set and, from that, derive a 4-parameter recurrence that allows us to check against A049125 for several terms.
Observation 6. The sequences e ∈ I n having no i < j < k with e i ≥ e k are those for which e i > max{e 1 , . . . e i−2 } for i = 3, . . . , n. For e ∈ I n , this is equivalent to the conditions e 3 > e 1 and, for 4 ≤ i ≤ n, e i > max{e i−2 , e i−3 }.
2.11 193: S n (132, 4312), (n − 1)2 n−2 + 1 Sequence (n − 1)2 n−2 + 1 appears as A005183 in the OEIS, where Pudwell indicates that it counts S n (132, 4312) [15] . We show it also counts I n (<, ≥, =).
193: e i ≤ e j ≥ e k and e i = e k Theorem 17. |I n (<, ≥, =)| = (n − 1)2 n−2
Proof. Observe that if e ∈ I n has no i < j < k such that e i ≤ e j ≥ e k and e i = e k then e must have the form e = (0, . . . , 0, e a , 0, . . . , 0, e n−b+1 , e n−b+2 , . . . , e n } where 1 ≤ a < n + 1 and b < n − a + 2 and 1 ≤ e a < e n−b+1 < e n−b+2 < . . . < e n < n.
If e a > 1 then e = 0·σ 1 (e ′ ) for some e ′ ∈ I n−1 (<, ≥, =). Otherwise, e a = 1 and e can be obtained by first choosing a b-element subset of {2, . . . , n − 1} to place (sorted) in locations n − b + 1, . . . , n, and then choosing one of the locations 2, . . . , n − b to be the location a such that e a = 1. Thus the number of sequences containing a 1 is:
This gives the recurrence
where |I 1 (<, ≥, =)| = 1, whose solution is as claimed in the theorem.
2.12 233: I n (012), F 2n−1
233: e i < e j < e k It was shown in [13] that the inversion sequences e ∈ I n (<, <, −) = I n (012) are those in which the positive elements of e are weakly decreasing. From that characterization, it was shown that
The sequence F 2n−1 also counts the Boolean permutations, given by S n (321, 3412) [27, 22] .
304: A229046?
304: e i = e k We derive a recurrence to count the (−, −, =)-avoiding inversion sequences. This sequence appears to be sequence A229046 in the OEIS. If true, this would give a combinatorial interpretation of A229046 which so far is defined only by a generating function and summation.
Note that I n (−, −, =) is the set of e ∈ I n with at most two copies of any entry and any equal entries must be adjacent.
Let S n,k be the set of e ∈ I n (−, −, =) with k distinct elements; that is, S n,k consists of the inversion sequences e = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) ∈ I n (−, −, =) such that |{e 1 , . . . , e n }| = k. Let s(n, k) = |S n,k |.
Proof. Let A n,k be the subset of S n,k consisting of those e in which e n is unrepeated. Let B n,k = S n,k \ A n,k . We can extend some e ∈ S n,k to strings in S n+1,k and S n+1,k+1 in the following ways.
If e ∈ B n,k , then e · n ∈ A n+1,k+1 . Additionally, if x is one of the n − k values in {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} not used in e, then e · x ∈ A n+1,k+1 .
If e ∈ A n,k , then e · n ∈ A n+1,k+1 . Furthermore, if x is one of the n − k values in {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} not used in e, then e · x ∈ A n+1,k+1 . Finally, if e n = y, then e · y ∈ B n+1,k . Letting a(n, k) = |A n,k | and b(n, k) = |B n,k |, we have
Then |I n (−, −, =)| = s(n, 1) + . . .+ s(n, n). Can we prove that this theorem gives (a refinement) of A229046? Is there a natural description of Θ −1 (I n (−, −, =))?
429(A,B,C): Catalan numbers
It is known that for any π ∈ S 3 , |S n (π)| is the Catalan number C n = 2n n /(n + 1) [20, 24] . There are three inequivalent triples of relations ρ = (ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ρ 3 ) ∈ {≥, ≤, <, >, =, =, −} 3 such that |I n (ρ)| = C n . The first corresponds naturally under Θ : S n → I n to a pattern π ∈ S 3 .
429A: e j > e k Theorem 19. I n (−, >, −) = Θ(S n (213)).
Proof. Observe that an e ∈ I n has no i < j < k with e j > e k if and only if e is weakly increasing. Similarly, it can be checked that π ∈ S n avoids 213 if and only if Θ(π) is weakly increasing.
429B: e j ≥ e k and e i < e k Theorem 20. |I n (−, ≥, <)| = C n .
Proof. Observe that some e ∈ I n has no i < j < k with e i < e k and e j ≥ e k if and only if the positive elements of e are strictly increasing.
n . We will show that
which has the solution
; recall that this is the generating function for C n .
Given any e ∈ I n (−, ≥, <), consider the last maximal entry e t ; this is the largest t such that e t = t − 1. The string (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e t−1 ) is an element of I t−1 (−, ≥, <). Additionally, it is straightforward to show that the string σ 1−t (e t+1 , e t+2 , . . . , e n ) (where t − 1 is subtracted from each positive value) is an element of I n−t (−, ≥, <). Conversely, any element of I n (−, ≥, <) with last maximal entry in position t is of the form e ′ · (t − 1) · σ 1−t (e ′′ ) where e ′ ∈ I t−1 (−, ≥, <) and e ′′ ∈ I n−t (−, ≥, <). This accounts for the "xI 2 (x) ′′ term of equation 7. Since this construction doesn't account for the length 0 inversion sequence, we must also add a "1."
Alternatively, it can be checked that the following map from I n (−, >, −) to I n (−, ≥, <) is a bijection. Send e ∈ I n (−, >, −) to e ′ , defined by e ′ i = 0 if e i ∈ {e 1 , . . . , e i−1 } and otherwise e ′ i = e i .
429C: e i ≥ e j and e i ≥ e k Although we have not proven it, it appears from our computations that |I n (≥, −, ≥)| = C n . In fact computations suggest, but do not prove, all of the following:
• The number of e ∈ I n (≥, −, ≥) with last(e) = k is equal to the number of standard tableaux of shape (n − 1, k) (ballot numbers A009766 in OEIS [15] ).
• The number of e ∈ I n (≥, −, ≥) with asc(e) = n − 1 − k is equal to the number of ordered trees with n edges and with k interior vertices (non-leaf, non-root) adjacent to a leaf (A108759).
• The number of e ∈ I n (≥, −, ≥) with repeats(e) = k is equal to the number of ordered trees with n edges such that exactly k nodes have at least two children. (A091156 in the OEIS [15] ). (A repeat in e is an i such that e i ∈ {e 1 , . . . , e i−1 }.)
• The number of e ∈ I n (≥, −, ≥) with dist(e) = k is equal to the number of π ∈ S n (123) with k − 1 descents (A166073 in the OEIS [15] ). (The number of distinct elements is dist(e) = |{e 1 , . . . , e n }|.)
523: S n (31542) and the nexus numbers
In this section we show that inversion sequences avoiding the pattern ( =, =, −) are equinumerous with permutations avoiding31542. (A permutation π avoids the pattern31542 if any occurrence of 542 in π is contained in an occurrence of 31542.) We do this by proving that the ( =, =, −)-avoiding inversion sequences with k distinct entries are counted by the nexus numbers, (n+1−k) k −(n−k) k .
523: e i = e j = e k
Observe that the sequences e ∈ I n with no i < j < k satisfying e i = e j = e k are those in which the nonzero elements are distinct and once a nonzero element has occurred, at most one more 0 can appear in e. We use this characterization to show that I n ( =, =, −) is counted by the sequence A047970 which counts diagonal sums of nexus numbers [15] . This sequence also counts permutations in S n avoiding the barred pattern31542 (conjectured by Pudwell, and proved by Callan in [11] ).
Let T n,k be the set of e ∈ I n ( =, =, −) with k distinct elements. We prove the following refinement, which gives a new combinatorial interpretation of the nexus numbers,
k (see A047969 in the OEIS [15] ).
Proof. We count T n,k directly. When k = 1, |T n,k | = 1 and the result follows. When k ≥ 2, any e ∈ T n,k will contain some e t such that 0 = e 1 = e 2 = . . . = e t−1 < e t and there are no repeated values among e t , e t+1 , . . . , e n . Therefore, if e has k distinct values, there are two cases: (1) e begins with n − k + 1 zeros and contains no other zeros; or (2) e begins with n − k zeros and contains one further zero after e n−k+1 (which is the first nonzero entry).
For Case (1) , the values e n−k+2 , e n−k+3 , . . . , e n must all be distinct and nonzero. So, there are n − k + 1 possibilities for each, giving (n − k + 1) k−1 inversion sequences.
For Case (2), e n−k+1 must be nonzero, so there are n − k choices for this entry. Additionally, each of e n−k+1 , e n−k+2 , e n−k+3 , . . . , e n must be distinct, though zero could appear after e n−k+1 . In total, this gives (n − k)(n − k + 1) k−1 possible inversion sequences. Finally, we must remove any inversion sequence that does not include a zero among e n−k+2 , e n−k+3 , . . . , e n ; there are (n − k) k such sequences. As a result, there are (n − k)(n − k + 1) k−1 − (n − k) k inversion sequences that are part of Case (2).
Adding Cases (1) and (2), we have |T n,k | = (n − k + 1)
772(A,B): set partitions avoiding enhanced 3-crossings?
The avoidance sets for the patterns (−, ≤, ≥) and (≥, ≥, −) appear to be counted by A108307 but we have not proved this. If true, this gives new simple combinatorial interpretations of A108307 in the OEIS [15] . It was shown by Bousquet-Mélou and Xin that A108307 gives the number of set partitions of [n] avoiding enhanced 3-crossings [7] .
We can show that there is a bijection that not only proves Wilf equivalence of the patterns 772A and 772B below, but also preserves a number of statistics.
772A: e j ≤ e k and e i ≥ e k 772B: e i ≥ e j ≥ e k Observation 7. The inversion sequences with no i < j < k such that e i ≥ e j ≥ e k are precisely those that can be partitioned into two increasing subsequences.
Proof. Suppose e has such a partition e a1 < e a2 < · · · < e at and e b1 < e b2 < · · · < e bn−t . If there exists i < j < k such that e i ≥ e j ≥ e k , then no two of i, j, k can both be in {a 1 , . . . , a t } or both be in {b 1 , . . . , b n−t }, so e avoids (≥, ≥, −). Conversely, if e avoids (≥, ≥, −), let a = (a 1 , . . . , a t ) be the sequence of left-to-right maxima of e. Then e a1 < e a2 < · · · < e at . Consider i, j ∈ {a 1 , . . . , a t } where i < j. The fact that e i is not a left-to-right maxima implies there exists some e s such that s < i and e s ≥ e i . Thus to avoid (≥, ≥, −), we must have e i < e j .
Observation 8.
Let (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) ∈ I n . Additionally, for any i ∈ [n], let M i = max(e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e i−1 ). Then e ∈ I n (−, ≤, ≥) if and only if for every i ∈ [n], the entry e i is a left-to-right maximum, or for every j where i < j, j > i, we have e i > e j or M i < e j .
Proof. Let e ∈ I n satisfy the conditions of Observation 8 and, to obtain a contradiction, assume there exist i < j < k such that e j ≤ e k and e i ≥ e k (that is e j ≤ e k ≤ e i ). Notice that M j = max{e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e j−1 } ≥ e i . It follows that M j ≥ e k ≥ e j , which contradictions our assumption.
Conversely, if (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) ∈ I n (−, ≤, ≥), consider any e i . If e i is not a left-to-right maximum, then there exists some maximum value M i = e s such that s < i and e s ≥ e i . Therefore, in order to avoid a 201 pattern, any e j where j > i must have e i > e j or e j > M i = e s .
Theorem 22. For
Proof. We exhibit a bijection based on the characterizations in Observations 7 and 8.
Given e ∈ I n (≥, ≥, −), define f ∈ I n (−, ≤, ≥) as follows. Let e a1 < e a2 < · · · < e at be the sequence of left-to-right maxima of e and let e b1 < e b2 < · · · < e bn−t be the subsequence of remaining elements of e.
For i = 1, . . . , t, set f ai = e ai . For each j = 1, 2, . . . , n − t, we extract an element of the multiset B = {e b1 , e b2 , . . . , e bn−t } and assign it to f b1 , f b2 , . . . , f bn−t as follows:
. . , f bj−1 } and k < max(e 1 , . . . , e bj −1 )}.
By definition, f will satisfy the characterization property in Observation 8 of I n (−, ≤, ≥). • the number of locations i such that e i = i − 1;
• the largest entry of e;
• the number of zeros of e (there can be at most two in either class);
• the number of distinct elements of e (and therefore the number of repeats in e);
• the number of left-to-right maxima of e.
It would also be interesting to relate these statistics on the classes 772A and 772B of inversion sequences to corresponding statistics on set partitions avoiding enhanced 3-crossings.
877(A,B,C,D): Bell numbers and Stirling numbers
The Bell number B n is the number of partitions of the set [n] into nonempty blocks. The Stirling number of the second kind, S n,k in the number of partitions of [n] into k blocks.
Among the triples of relations under consideration in this paper, four equivalence classes of patterns have avoidance sets that appear to be counted by the Bell numbers. We have shown this to be true for the classes 877A and 877C, whose inversion sequences have a similar character. We have not confirmed this for the classes 877B and 877D, nor have we confirmed that 877B and 877D are Wilf equivalent, even though our experiments show that there is likely a bijection that preserves several statistics.
Note: B(n) counts permutations avoiding 4132 and several other barred patterns of length 4, as shown by Callan [9] . Can any of these be related to one of the four patterns 877(A,B,C,D)?
877A: e i < e j = e k These are the 011-avoiding sequences. In [13] it was observed that these are the e ∈ I n in which the positive elements of e are distinct. It was shown that 011-avoiding sequences in I n with k zeros are counted by the Stirling number of the second kind, S n,k . (This also appears in [25] .) Thus I n (011) is counted by the Bell numbers.
877B: e i = e j ≥ e k I n (=, ≥, −) is the set of e ∈ I n such that no element appears more than twice and if an element x is repeated, all elements following the second occurrence of x must be larger than x.
From our calculations, it appears that I n (=, ≥, −) is counted by the Bell numbers and, in fact, that the number of e ∈ I n (=, ≥, −) with k repeats is given by A124323, the number of set partitions of [n] with k blocks of size larger than 1, but we have not proven this.
877C: e i = e j = e k and e i = e k Observe that these are the e ∈ I n in which only adjacent elements of e can be equal.
Theorem 23. The number of e ∈ I n in which only adjacent elements of e can be equal is B n , the nth Bell number.
Proof. It can be checked that the following map from I n ( =, =, =) to I n (011) is a bijection. Send e ∈ I n ( =, =, =) to e ′ , defined by e ′ i = 0 if e i ∈ {e 1 , . . . , e i−1 } and otherwise e ′ i = e i .
877D: e i ≥ e j and e i = e k I n (≥, −, =) is the set of e ∈ I n such that no element appears more than twice and if an element x is repeated, all elements between the two occurrences of x must be larger than x (Note the similarity to 877B).
From our calculations, it appears that I n (≥, −, =) is also counted by the Bell numbers. Moreover, it appears that all of the following statistics are equally distributed over the classes 877B and 877D:
• the number of locations i such that e i = i − 1;
• the number of distinct elements of e (and therefore the number of repeats in e, which appears to be A124323). Proof. I n (>, −, −) is the set of e ∈ I n with e 1 ≤ . . . ≤ e n−1 (counted by the Catalan number C n−1 as shown in Section 2.14) and with e n chosen arbitrarily from {0, . . . , n − 1}. Thus
924: Central binomial coefficients
|I n (>, −, −)| = nC n−1 = n 1 n 2n − 2 n − 1 = 2n − 2 n − 1 .
1064: A071356?
1064: e i > e j ≤ e k These are the inversion sequences e ∈ I n satisfying, for some t such that 1 < t ≤ n,
Our experiments suggest that these are counted by A071356 in the OEIS, which Emeric Deutsch notes counts the number of underdiagonal lattice paths from (0, 0) to the line x = n using only steps R = (1, 0), V = (0, 1), and D = (1, 2) [15] .
It also appears from our experiments that the distribution of the number of distinct elements of e is symmetric and unimodal on I n (<, ≤, −). The number of e ∈ I n (<, ≤, −) with dist(e) = k is given in the table below for n = 1, . . . 
1265: S n (2143, 3142, 4132)
1265: e i > e j < e k Observe that I n (>, <, −) is the set of e ∈ I n satisfying, for some t with 1 < t ≤ n,
Our experiments suggested that I n (>, <, −) is counted by A0333321, which counts S n (2143, 3142, 4132), as well as permutations avoiding several other triples of 4-permutations. Burstein and Stromquist confirmed this by recognizing a natural bijection between S n (2143, 3142, 4132) and I n (>, <, −) in [8] . Their theorem is as follows. Recall from Section 1 that invcode : S n → I n is the reverse of the Lehmer code.
Theorem 25 (Burstein, Stromquist [8] ). For n ≥ 1, invcode(S n (2143, 3142, 4132)) = I n (>, <, −).
From Section 1, invcode(π) = e if and only if e = Θ((π C ) R ), giving the following.
Corollary 2. Θ(S n (2143, 3142, 3241)) = I n (>, <, −).
1347: S n (4123, 4132, 4213)?
1347: e i > e j and e i ≤ e k Our calculations suggest that I n (>, −, ≤) is counted by A106228 in the OEIS, which was recently shown to count S n (4123, 4132, 4213) by Albert, Homberger, Pantone, Shar and Vatter [3] . We have not been able to confirm that our avoidance sequence is A106228.
1385: I n (000) Euler up/down numbers
1385: e i = e j = e k I n (=, =, −) is the set of inversion sequences avoiding the pattern '000'. It was shown in [13] that |I n (000)| = E n+1 , where E n is the Euler up/down number which counts the number of π ∈ S n such that π 1 < π 2 > π 3 < π 4 > · · · . The proof was via a bijection with n-vertex 0-1-2 increasing trees, which are also counted by E n+1 .
Another family of permutations counted by E n+1 is the number of simsun permutations of [n], introduced by Simion and Sundaram [26] . A simsun permutation is one with no double descents, even after the removal of the elements {n, n − 1, . . . , k} for any k. It was shown in [13] that the number of e ∈ I n (000) with n − k distinct elements is the number of simsun permutations of n with k descents. The method of proof was to show that they satisfy the same recurrence.
It would nice to have a natural bijection between I n (000) and up-down (or down-up) permutations of [n + 1]. For example, our calculations suggest that the number of e ∈ I n (000) with e n = k − 1 is the number of down-up permutations π of [n + 1] with π 1 = k + 1.
1694: I n (102)
1694: e i > e j and e i < e k As mentioned in [13] , our calculations suggested that I n (>, −, <) is counted by A200753 in the OEIS [15] , a sequence defined by the generating function
This was confirmed by Mansour and Shattuck in [21] where they derive an explicit formula for |I n (102)|.
Theorem 26 (Mansour-Shattuck [21] ). The generating function n≥0 |I n (102)|x n satisfies (8) .
It would be interesting to find a direct combinatorial argument.
1806(A,B,C,D): large Schröder numbers
The large Schröder number R n is the number of Schröder n-paths; that is, the number of paths in the plane from (0, 0) to (2n, 0) never going below the x-axis, and using only the steps (1, 1) (up), (1, −1) (down) and (2, 0) (flat).
In the area of pattern avoiding permutations, R n−1 counts the separable permutations S n (2413, 3142), as well as S n (α, β) for many other pairs (α, β) of patterns of length 4 [18] . We have four inequivalent triples of relations whose avoidance sets are counted by the large Schröder numbers, two of which (1806B and 1806D) correspond in natural ways to a pair of patterns of length 4.
1806A: e j > e k and e i < e k These are the sequences avoiding 021. It was shown in [13] that e ∈ I n avoids 021 if and only if its positive entries are weakly increasing. It was also proven in [13] that |I n (021)| = R n−1 .
The following refinements were shown:
• The number of 021-avoiding inversion sequences e in I n with k positions i such that e i = i − 1 is equal to the number of Schröder (n − 1)-paths with k − 1 initial up steps.
• The number of 021-avoiding inversion sequences e in I n with k zeros is equal to the number of Schröder (n − 1)-paths with k − 1 peaks (or k − 1 flat steps).
It was also shown in [13] that the ascent polynomial for I n (021) is palindromic and corresponds to sequence A175124 in the OEIS.
Is there a nice characterization of Θ −1 (I n (021))?
1806B: e i > e j and e i ≥ e k It is known that S n (2134, 2143) is counted by R n−1 [18] . This is a member of "Class VI" in Kitaev's book [16] ; we use this fact to count I n (>, −, ≥).
Proof. We show that Θ(S n (2134, 2143)) = I n (>, −, ≥).
Let e ∈ I n satisfy e i > e j and e i ≥ e k for some i < j < k. Let π = Θ −1 (e). Then min{π j , π k } > π i and, since e i > e j , there must exist a < i such that both π a > π i and min{π j , π k } > π a . Thus π a π i π j π k forms either a 2134 or a 2143.
Conversely, suppose, for some π ∈ S n , that π a π i π j π k is one of the patterns 2134 or 2143 and let e = Θ(π). Let j ′ be the smallest index larger than i for which π j ′ > π a . Then π i+1 , . . . , π j ′ −1 are all smaller than π a < π j ′ and so e i > e j ′ . Let k ′ be the smallest index larger than j ′ such that π k ′ > π a . Then, with the possible exception of π j ′ , all of π i+1 , . . . , π k ′ −1 are smaller than π k ′ (since these entries are necessarily smaller than π a ). In addition, since π i < π a < π k ′ , we have e i ≥ e k ′ . Thus e has the pattern (>, −, ≥).
Note. From our calculations, it appears that the ascent polynomial for I n (>, −, ≥) is the same as that for 1806A, which was palindromic. Since Θ sends descents to ascents, if true, this would imply that the descent polynomial for S n (2134, 2143) is palindromic. This is not true in general for permutations avoiding pairs of patterns of length 4, even those counted by the large Schröder numbers. For example, it is not true of S n (1234, 2134) or S n (1324, 2314). However Fu, Lin, and Zeng have recently shown that the descent polynomial for the separable permutations S n (2413, 3142) is γ-positive and therefore palindromic [14] .
1806C: e i ≥ e j and e i > e k Theorem 28. |I n (≥, −, >)| = R n−1 .
Proof. We will construct a generating function for I n (≥, −, >).
n . We will show that E(x) satisfies
whose solution is
This implies that |I n (≥, −, >)| is the (n − 1)th large Schröder number.
Let e = e 1 e 2 . . . e n ∈ I n (≥, −, >). Let e t be the latest maximal entry of e; that is, max{i | e i = i − 1}. If t = 1, then either e = (0) or e = (0, f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f n−1 ) for some (f 1 , f 2 , . . . f n−1 ) ∈ I n−1 (≥ , −, >). Now consider the case where t > 1. Notice that e t+1 ≤ t − 1 since e t+1 cannot be maximal. This implies that (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e t−1 , e t+1 ) is an inversion sequence of length t. Furthermore, it is straightforward to show that (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e t−1 , e t+1 ) ∈ I n (≥, −, >).
Additionally, for all e j where j > t + 1, we must have e j ≥ t − 1; if this is not the case, and there exists some j where e j < t − 1, then we have t < t + 1 < j where e t ≥ e t+1 and e t > e j . Therefore (e t − t + 1, e t+2 − t + 1, . . . , e n − t + 1) ∈ I n−t (≥, −, >).
Conversely, for any sequences (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e t ) ∈ I t (≥, −, >) and (f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f n−t ) ∈ I n−t (≥, −, > ), we can construct the inversion sequence (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e t−1 ,
It is straightforward to show that this inversion sequence is in I n (≥, −, >) and the last maximal entry is in the t-th position.
1806D: e i ≥ e j = e k and e i ≥ e k In [18] , it was shown that |S n (4321, 4312)| = R n−1 . We can prove that |I n (≥, =, ≥)| is also enumerated by R n−1 by constructing a bijection between S n and I n that restricts to a bijection between S n (4321, 4312) and I n (≥, =, ≥). This bijection is useful for another class of inversion sequences: it will be used later to prove results related to I n (>, =, >) (classified as 3720). Definition 1. Let π ∈ S n and define φ(π) = e 1 e 2 . . . e n ∈ I n as follows, starting with e n and defining entries in reverse order.
1. e n = π n − 1
(b) Otherwise, if π i is the k-th largest element of {π 1 , . . . , π i } then e i is the k-th smallest element of the set {e i+1 , ..., e n }..
Proof. To show that φ(π) ∈ I n , we need to prove that 0 ≤ e i ≤ i − 1 for every i ∈ [n]. We will use an inductive argument, starting with e n , to show this. We defined e n = π n − 1; since 1 ≤ π n ≤ n, it follows that 0 ≤ e n ≤ n − 1, as desired. Now consider e i and assume that for all e j among e i+1 e i+2 . . . e n , 0 ≤ e j ≤ j − 1. If π i ≤ i, then e i = π i − 1 and it immediately follows that 0 ≤ e i ≤ i − 1.
If instead π i > i, assume that π i is in the k-th largest element of {π 1 , . . . , π i }. Notice that each value of {e i+1 , ..., e n } corresponds to an entry π j where i < j and π j ≤ j (any entry π j where π j > j will repeat a value). So, there are n − π i − k + 1 entries π j such that i < j and π j > π i ; in turn, this implies that there are (n − i) − (n − π i − k + 1) = π i − (i + 1) + k entries π j such that i < j and π j < π i . At a maximum, π i − (i + 1) of these entries are greater than i; this leaves k entries occurring after π i that are less than or equal to i. Each of these entries corresponds to a value in {e i+1 , ..., e n } that is less than or equal to i − 1. It follows, that e i ≤ i − 1, as desired.
Proof. Let e = e 1 e 2 . . . e n ∈ I n . We can define the inverse image of e, φ −1 (e) = π 1 π 2 . . . π n in reverse order, starting with π n so that π n = e n + 1. For 1 ≤ i < n, if e i = e j for all j where i < j ≤ n, then π i = e i + 1; otherwise, if e i is the k-th smallest value of {e i+1 , . . . , e n }, π i is the k-th largest value of [n] that does not appear among π i+1 , . . . , π n .
It is interesting to note that for any π ∈ S n , exc(π) = repeats(φ(π)), where exc(π) is the number of positions i such that π i > i. Now, we show that φ restricts to a bijection between S n (4321, 4312) and I n (≥, =, ≥) by proving the following:
Proof. Consider some π ∈ S n that contains an occurrence of 4321 or 4312. So, there exists some a < i < j < k such that π a π i π j π k form a 4321 of 4312 pattern. We will show that there exists an occurrence of the pattern (≥, =, ≥) in φ(π) = e.
We must consider two cases. If π i ≤ i, then j > π i > π j and k > π i > π k . Therefore, e i = π i − 1, e j = π j − 1 and e k = π k − 1. So, since π i > max{π j , π k } and π j = π k , e i , e j , e k forms an occurrence of (≥, =, ≥). Now assume π i > i. Recall that e i is the t-th smallest element of {e i+1 , . . . , e n } if π i is the t-th largest element of {π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π i }. Since π a is larger than and occurs before π i , we know that t is at least 2. So, if e j ′ and e k ′ are the two smallest distinct values in the set {e i+1 , . . . , e n }, we are guaranteed that e i ≥ e j ′ and e i ≥ e k ′ ; so, e i , e j ′ , e k ′ form the pattern (≥, =, ≥).
Our calculations suggest that the ascent polynomial for the inversion sequences in I n (≥, =, ≥) is the same as the (symmetric) ascent polynomial for 1806A. It also appears that the number of these inversion sequences with k "repeats" is counted by A090981, the number of Schröder paths with k ascents.
2074: Baxter permutations?
2074: e i ≥ e j ≥ e k and e i > e k From our calculations, it appears that the avoidance sequence for the pattern (≥, ≥, >) is A001181 in the OEIS, which counts the Baxter permutations, a result of Chung et al in [12] . A Baxter permutation π is one that avoids the vincular patterns 3-14-2 and 2-41-3, that is, there is no i < j < k such that π j < π k < π i < π j+1 or π j > π k > π i > π j+1 . We have not yet proven this.
Note that the Baxter permutations contain the separable permutations S n (3142, 2413) which are counted by the large Schröder numbers. Similarly, I n (≥, ≥, >) contains the inversion sequences I n (≥ , −, >) (which define class 1806C) which are also counted by the large Schröder numbers. It would be nice to find a bijection between (≥, ≥, >)-avoiding inversion sequences and Baxter permutations that restricts to a bijection between (≥, −, >)-avoiding inversion sequences and separable permutations. 
which is sequence A098746 in the OEIS [15] .
It appears from our calculations that the three inequivalent patterns below have the same avoidance sequence A098746. We will show at least that the classes 2549A and 2549C are Wilf equivalent.
2549A: e i > e j and e i > e k 2549B: e i > e j = e k and e i ≥ e k 2549C: e i ≥ e j = e k and e i > e k Theorem 30. The patterns (>, −, >) and (≥, =, >), defining classes 2549A and 2549C respectively, are Wilf equivalent.
The proof relies on Theorem 33 in the next section and will be given there.
2958(A,B,C,D): Plane permutations S n (21354)?
Although it has not yet been proven, it appears from our experiments that four different equivalence classes of patterns have avoidance sets equinumerous with the plane permutations, S n (21354). These are permutations in which every occurrence of the pattern 2154 is contained in an occurrence of 21354.
In response to a challenge of Bousquet-Mélou and Butler in [6] to find a formula for the number of plane permutations, David Bevan, in his thesis [4] , derived a functional equation. Although he could not solve it, he used it to extract coefficients and compute the number of plane permutations of n through n = 37. This sequence appears as A117106 in the OEIS [15] .
In this section we show that the classes 2958(B,C,D) are Wilf equivalent. We give a characterization of I n (100, 210), the avoidance set for 2958B, and use it to derive a recurrence to count I n (100, 210). The recurrence allows us to compute up to n = 200 in a few minutes. Our results agree with Bevan's calculation of the number of plane permutations up to n = 37 and agree up through n = 200 with the conjectured recurrence of van Hoeij (see A117106 in the OEIS [15] ) and Bevan's related Conjecture 13.3 [4] .
2958A: e j < e k and e i ≥ e k David Bevan has verified that inversion sequences avoiding the pattern (−, <, ≥) (class 2958A) are equinumerous with plane partitions through n = 36 [4] .
2958B: e i > e j ≥ e k Note that I n (>, ≥, −) = I n (210, 100). It was shown in [13] that the inversion sequences avoiding 210 (class 4306A) have a useful characterization.
Define a weak left-to-right maximum in an inversion sequence e to be a position j such that
For e ∈ I n , let a 1 < a 2 < · · · < a t be the sequence of weak left-to-right maxima of e. Let b 1 < b 2 < · · · < b n−t be the sequence of remaining indices in [n] . Let e top = (e a1 , e a2 , . . . , e at ) and top(e) = e at . Let e bottom = (e b1 , e b2 , . . . , e bn−t ) and bottom(e) = e bn−t . If every entry of e is a weak left-to-right maxima, then e bottom is empty and we set bottom(e) = −1.
Observation 9 ([13]). The inversion sequence e avoids 210 if and only if e
top and e bottom are weakly increasing sequences.
This characterization was used to derive a recurrence.
Theorem 31 ( [13] ). Let T n,a,b be the number of e ∈ I n (201) with top(e) = a and bottom(e) = b. Then
with initial conditions T n,a,b = 0 if a ≥ n and T n,a,−1 = n−a n n−1+a a .
We use the same approach to enumerate I n (210, 100). 
We conjecture that this is the number of plane permutations in S n . The first 50 values are: We will next show that the class 2958B is Wilf equivalent to 2958C. Proof. The avoidance sets for classes 2958B and 2958C are I n (100, 210) and I n (110, 210), repspectively. We describe a bijection α : I n (110, 210) → I n (100, 210).
For e ∈ I n (110, 210), let α(e) = e ′ = (e ′ 1 , . . . , e ′ n ) where for 1 ≤ j ≤ n e ′ j = max{e 1 , . . . , e j } if e j = e k for some k > j e j otherwise (11) Note that for 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
and if e ′ j = e j then e ′ j = max{e 1 , . . . , e j } ≥ e ′ i for 1 ≤ i < j.
To see that e ′ avoids 100, suppose e Thus e ′ = α(e) ∈ I n (100, 210). To show that α is a bijection, we define its inverse β.
First we make an observation. Consider some e ∈ I n (110, 210) and an entry e j such that e ′ j = e j in α(e) = e ′ . This implies that there exists some index k with j < k and e j = e k = m for some value m. Additionally, it must be the case that m < M = max{e 1 , . . . , e j−1 } = e i where i ∈ [j − 1] (else, e ′ j = m). Then, since e avoids 210, we must have m = min{e j , . . . , e n }. Thus, for e ′ = α(e) we have e
n }. Thus, we can reconstruct e from e ′ by defining β : I n (100, 210) → I n (110, 210) as follows.
For e ∈ I n (100, 210), let β(e) = e ′ = (e ′ 1 , . . . , e ′ n ) where for 1 ≤ j ≤ n e ′ j = min{e j , . . . , e n } if e i = e j for some i < j e j otherwise Then β(α(e)) = e. We can check similarly that β(e) ∈ I n (110, 210) and α(β(e)) = e.
We now return to the proof of the Wilf equivalence of the classes 2549A and 2549C from the previous section.
Proof of Theorem 30
Observe that 2549C 2958C and 2549A 2958B in the following sense: We check that the mapping α (11) restricts to a bijection between inversion sequences in class 2549C and in class 2549A.
Let e ∈ I n (110, 210) and let e ′ = α(e). Suppose e avoids the pattern 201, but that for some i < j < k, e Proof. The inversion sequences in classes 2958B and 2958D are defined by I n (210, 100) and I n (201, 100), respectively. It was shown in [13] , Theorem 5, that the following gives a bijection from I n (210) to I n (201). It can be checked that this mapping preserves 100-avoidance and therefore restricts to a bijection from I n (210, 100) to I n (201, 100).
Given e ∈ I n (210), define f ∈ I n (201) as follows. Let e a1 ≤ e a2 ≤ · · · ≤ e at be the sequence of weak left-to-right maxima of e and let e b1 , e b2 , · · · , e bn−t be the subsequence of remaining elements of e. Since e avoids both 210 and100, e b1 < e b2 < · · · < e bn−t .
. . , f bj−1 } and k < max(e 1 , . . . , e bj −1 )}. This is the same mapping that was used in Section 2.16 to show that the patterns 772A and 772B are Wilf equivalent. Note that 772B : I n (210, 110, 100, 000) ⊆ I n (210, 100) : 2958B; 772A : I n (201, 101, 100, 000) ⊆ I n (201, 100) : 2958D.
Note: Lara Pudwell in her thesis [23] found some other Wilf equivalent barred permutation patterns of length 5 that may be helpful to settle the open questions in this subsection.
2.28 3207: I n (101), I n (110)
3207A: e j < e k and e i = e k 3207B: e i = e j > e k It was shown in [13] that both I n (<, −, =) = I n (101) and I n (=, >, −) = I n (110) are counted by the sequence A113227 in the OEIS [15] , where it is said to count S n (1-23-4). S n (1-23-4) is the set of permutations with no i < j < k < ℓ such that π i < π j < π k < π ℓ and k = j + 1.
It was proven by David Callan in [10] , that S n (1-23-4) is in bijection with increasing ordered trees with n + 1 vertices whose leaves, taken in preorder, are also increasing. He showed that if u n,k is the number of such trees with n + 1 vertices in which the root has k children then
with initial conditions u 0,0 = 1 and u n,k = 0 if k > n, or n > 0 and k = 0.
It was shown in [13] that the number of e ∈ I n (101) with exactly k zeros is u n,k , as is the number of e ∈ I n (110) with exactly k zeros. As a consequence, 101 and 110 are Wilf equivalent and both avoidance sets are counted by A113227.
3720: Quadrant Marked Mesh Patterns
In this section we prove that I n (>, =, >) is counted by the sequence A212198 in the OEIS [15] where it is said to count permutations avoiding a particular marked mesh pattern.
3720: e i > e j = e k and e i > e k In [17] , Kitaev and Remmel introduced the idea of quadrant marked mesh patterns, a definition of which is given below.
The entry π i is said to match the quadrant marked mesh pattern M M P (a, b, c, d), where a, b, c, d are nonnegative integers, if in G(π) there are at least a points to the northeast of (i, π i ), at least b points to the northwest of (i, π i ), at least c points to the southwest of (i, π i ), and at least d points to the southeast of (i, π i ).
Let S n (M M P (a, b, c, d)) denote the set of permutations of length n where no π i matches M M P (a, b, c, d). We will prove that |S n (M M P (0, 2, 0, 2))| = |I n (>, =, >)| for all n. By symmetry established in [17] , this implies that |I n (>, =, >)| = |S n (M M P (2, 0, 2, 0))|. In our proof, we make use of the bijection φ from Section 2.24, whose definition was given in Definition 1. Specifically, we can prove the following:
Proof. This proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 29. Consider some π ∈ S n such that there exists some π i that matches M M P (0, 2, 0, 2). This implies that there exist indices a < b < i < j < k such that min{π a , π b } > π i > max{π j , π k }. We will show that there exists an occurrence of the pattern (>, =, >) in φ(π) = e.
We must consider two cases. If π i ≤ i, then j > π i > π j and k > π i > π k . Therefore, e i = π i − 1, e j = π j − 1 and e k = π k − 1. So, since π i > max{π j , π k } and π j = π k , e i , e j , e k forms an occurrence of (>, =, >). Now assume π i > i. Recall that e i is the t-th smallest element of {e i+1 , . . . , e n } if π i is the t-th largest element of {π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π i }. Since π a , π b are larger than and occur before π i , we know that t is at least 3. If e j ′ and e k ′ are the two smallest distinct values in the set {e i+1 , . . . , e n }, we are guaranteed that e i > e j ′ and e i > e k ′ ; so, e i , e j ′ , e k ′ form the pattern (>, =, >).
The bijection φ turns out to be a versatile tool, giving interesting results when restricted to S n (M M P (k, 0, k, 0)) for any positive integer k. In this case, φ(S n (M M P (k, 0, k, 0))) maps to inversion sequences that avoid a particular set of length k + 1 patterns.
5040: n!
The last equivalence class of patterns in this section is the set of those avoided by all inversion sequences. There are 41 such patterns among our 343, including the representative below.
5040: e i = e j = e k and e i = e k 3 Results about patterns whose sequences don't appear in the OEIS [15] Table 3 lists all equivalence classes of the patterns ρ ∈ {<, >, ≤, ≥, =, =, −} 3 whose avoidance sequences do not appear in the OEIS. We were able to derive the avoidance sequences for a few of these patterns and prove Wilf equivalence of some others. In this section we describe our limited results and leave identification of the avoidance sequences of the remaining patterns in Table 3 as questions for future study. 
1016
1016: e i > e j and e i = e k We can show that the counting sequence is as follows. We omit the details since we hope to find a simpler formula and nicer explanation. 
1079(A,B): sum of binomial coefficients
1079A: e i > e j = e k These sequences have a nice unimodality characterization. They are the inversion sequences e ∈ I n satisfying for some t: e 1 ≤ e 2 ≤ . . . ≤ e t ≥ e t+1 = e t+2 = . . . = e n .
From this characterization, we can show the following. 1079B: e i < e j > e k and e i = e k These are the inversion sequences whose positive elements are weakly increasing (like 1806A) but where e i = 0 implies dist(e 1 , . . . , e i−1 ) ≤ 2. We have not yet shown pattern 1079B to be Wilf equivalent to 1079A.
3.1.4 4306A,B: I n (210), I n (201)
4306A: e j < e k and e i > e k : 201 4306B: e 1 > e j > e k : 210
These two patterns were shown to be Wilf equivalent in [13] via a bijection, which we made use of in Section 2.27. The recurrence (31) was also derived. See [21] for an alternate approach.
Wilf equivalence results
In the remainder of the section we show that the bijection α described in (11) Proof. The inversion sequences in classes 1953A and 1953B are those in I n (110, 210, 120) and I n (100, 210, 120), respectively. Notice that these are the inversion sequences in I n (110, 210) (class 2958C) and I n (100, 210) (class 2958A), respectively, that avoid 120. So it suffices to show that both α : I n (110, 210) → I n (100, 210) and β = α −1 preserves 120-avoidance.
Suppose e ∈ I n (110, 210) avoids 120, but for e ′ = α(e) there exist i < j < k such that e Suppose first that e ′ j = e j . Since e avoids 120, e ′ i = e i so, by definition of α, there is an s ∈ [i − 1] such that e s = e ′ i . But then e s e j e k forms a 120 in e. So, assume that e ′ i = e i . Then, since e avoids 120, e ′ j = e j . So, there must be a t ∈ [j − 1] such that e t = e ′ j . If i < t < k then e i e t e k is a 120 in e. Otherwise, t < i < k and e t e i e k is a 210 in e, which is impossible.
Finally, if both e ′ i = e i and e ′ j = e j , then let s and t be as above. If s < t then e s e t e k forms a 102 in e. Otherwise, e t e s e k forms a 210 in e. Both cases lead to a contradiction.
If both e ′ i = e i and e ′ j = e j , then let s ∈ [i − 1] and j ∈ [j − 1] be indices such that e ′ i = e s and e ′ j = e t . Since e ′ i = max{e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e i } and e ′ j = max{e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e j }, and we have e ′ i < e ′ j , it must be the case the e s < e t and s < t. Therefore e s e t e k is an occurrence of 120 in e, giving a contradiction.
It follows that α preserves 210-avoidance. Showing that β preserves 210-avoidance is similar.
1833A: e j = e k and e i > e k 1833B: e i = e j and e i > e k Theorem 38. The patterns (−, =, >) and ( =, −, >), defining classes 1833A and 1833B respectively, are Wilf equivalent.
Proof. The inversion sequences in classes 1833A and 1833B are those in I n (110, 210, 120, 201) and I n (100, 210, 120, 201), respectively. It was shown in Section 2.27 that the bijection α : I n (110, 210) → I n (100, 210) preserves 201-avoidance, as does its inverse β. It follows from Theorem 37 that α and β preserves 120-avoidance as well. So α(I n (−, =, >)) = I n ( =, −, >).
746A: e j > e k and e i ≥ e k 746B: e i = e j ≥ e k and e i ≥ e k Theorem 39. The patterns (−, >, ≥) and ( =, ≥, ≥), defining classes 746A and 746B respectively, are Wilf equivalent.
Proof. The inversion sequences in classes 746A and 746B are those in I n (110, 210, 120, 010) and I n (100, 210, 120, 010), respectively. These are, in turn, the inversion sequences in I n (110, 210, 120) (class 1953A) and I n (100, 210, 120) (class 1953B), respectively, that avoid 010. By Theorem 37, α : I n (110, 210) → I n (100, 210) and α −1 = β preserve 120-avoidance. So it suffices to show that both α : I n (110, 210) → I n (100, 210) and α −1 = β preserves 010-avoidance.
Suppose e ∈ I n (110, 210) avoids 010, but for e ′ = α(e) there exist i < j < k such that e . But then e s e j e k forms a 010 in e. So, assume that e ′ i = e i . Then, since e avoids 010, e ′ j = e j . So, there must be a t ∈ [j − 1] such that e t = e ′ j . If i < t < k then e i e t e k is a 010 in e. Otherwise, t < i < k and e t e i e k is a 100 in e, which is impossible.
If both e 
